
The automatic retractable tow bar



Shooting Star



The star amongst tow bars is produced by TriMotive. 

Equipped with many talents, the rise was predictable. 

After initial public presentation the shooting star has 

made it into the automotive upper class within a short 

period and has become indispensable.

As a leading global supplier in auto-

motive engineering, TriMotive has 

been offering car owners inspiring 

tow bar systems for decades. With 

the Shooting Star – an automatic 

retractable tow bar, TriMotive Design 

Engineers have set even higher 

standards. In addition to remark-

able sophisticated technology, they 

understand the most important 

elements. The first cars which have 

been designed and integrated with 

the Shooting Star are proving to be 

an exciting option for their owners. 

You can follow the success story of 

the Shooting Star in this brochure.
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Product advantages

Elegant and trustworthy

A captivating personality that  

discreetly performs its role.



Lightweight Technology

Ensuring its market 

position with weight 

advantage. The efficient 

lightweight design con-

cept allows weight to be 

reduced, thereby reducing 

CO2 emissions and assist-

ing vehicle manufacturers 

looking for further op-

portunities to satisfy new 

EU regulations now and in 

the future.
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Stable Technology

The Shooting Star remains 

fully lubricated throughout 

its lifetime and is com-

pletely maintenance free.  

Only one electric motor is 

required to power the unit. 

The control of the tow bar 

is easy and reliable. Opera-

tion of the tow bar remains 

stable in all operatinal 

modes. 

Efficient Technology

The space saving design 

requires an extremely 

small packaging environ-

ment. The bumper panel 

on the car only requires 

a slight modification on 

its underside / non-visual 

surface ensuring that the 

rear design of the vehicle 

appears unchanged. 

Advantages of the automatic retractable tow bar are facts that speak for  

themselves.



Customer benefits

Captivating and sophisticated

Its restrained characteristics has an attracting effect 

on its follower, simply irresistible



A comforting solution - the automatic ret-

ractable tow bar. The easy, clean handling is 

irresistibly simple. Just activate the switch 

and the tow bar is ready to use. Everyone 

who has the privilege of possessing such a 

tow bar will understand the amazed looks of 

observers passing by. Technical superiority 

becomes apparent in a tow bar device for the 

first time.
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Operation 

Intuitive and modest

Experts appreciate its quality and 

reliability.  On demand it is ready  

to take on the applications and  

challenges in a simple and disci-

plined manner.
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The operation of the tow bar is 

impressively smooth and easy.  

The switch is located in the boot 

and at the touch of the button, the 

tow ball and socket swings effort-

lessly into position, ready for use.  

It’s never been so simple.



Safety

Gentle and careful

Always fully prepared for the normal 

and unexpected. Everything you 

entrust to it is safe.
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The tow ball can only operate once 

the car is parked and the boot open. 

Accidental activation of the switch 

from unsecured luggage during a 

journey cannot occur. 

The locking system of the tow bar   

is outstanding. It is impressively  

stable and decoupled from the  

moving mechanism. The locking 

mechanism is designed in such a 

way that it cannot open while the 

vehicle is moving and towing, which 

is part of a very sophisticated safety 

design.  It ensures that the tow bar 

safely transports its load and easily 

fulfils ECE R55 standards and CAR-

LOS durability performance.

Inbuilt protection sensors prevent 

the tow ball and socket from swin-

ging into position should they come 

into contact with objects, obstacles 

or people, ensuring that no damage 

is done. 

Safety in operation

Safety in movement



Extreme Conditions

Heroic and equable

It confidently braves the most treach-

erous situations and always retain its 

composure. A professional to the core. 



Extreme environmental conditions set 

particular challenges to all components of 

a vehicle. For these situations, the Shooting 

Star is superbly equipped. The system has 

been tested in the harshest of conditions 

such as mud, grit, salt water and extreme 

temperature situations. The product has also 

passed a range of corrosion tests as well 

as pressure cycling in different climates for 

more than 18 weeks.
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Performance characteristics

Flexible and clever

Known for its adaptability and  

uncompromising performance it cannot  

be classified into a single genre.  



The light weight automatic retractable tow bar offers  

impressive strength and durability. It is not only  

suitable for passenger cars, but for a range of SUV  

and off-road vehicles as well.
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D-values > 16 kN

Maximum towing weight 3500 kg

Maximum vertical weight 140 kg

Strength values 



Einleitungstext. 14 auf 20 pt. für eine kurze Einleitung. 

Ugait dolorti onseniat. Iquisi blaore conulput ad molo-

re dolorem doloreetum iustincin vulla alit digna cor sit 

venibh eugueri liquat, quiscin venim delit.

Fliesstext WEISS. 8 auf 12 pt. für Fliesstext 

und Bildunterschriften. Magnim at. Dui 

tate tet landiam consent lut ad magnibh eu 

feuguer sum vel eugait ute dolorem nosto 

odip eu faci tin utet il iriure erat do duisl dit 

do dolutpat alisit, quamcon sequat nibh ea 

feugiatisim atis eliscidunt adiat praestrud ex 

endit lan vel iurem alit praese faccum ipis 

nullaor sectem.

Der Hintergrund ist hier in der Farbe 

10/0/0/70 angelegt. Es können aber auch 

andere Grautöne entsprechend dem CI-

Handbuch verwendet werden.

Desweiteren kann hier Schwarz mit einer 

Deckkraft von 90% (0/0/0/90) verwendet 

werden.





Overview of technical data

Facts Technical data

D-values > 16 kN

Maximum towing weight 3500 kg

Maximum vertical weight: 140 kg

Very low packaging depth (x-direction) 95 mm

Fast deployment procedure 10-20 sec depending on application

Efficient light construction concept (multi-material-design) ~ 23,9 kg

Guaranteed corrosion protection > 720 h

Tested under climate cycling conditions and grit, sludge and salt

No readjusting required during operation

Maintenance-free (lubricated for a lifetime)

Extremely low noise generation during the deployment procedure

Automatically pivoting electric mounting socket

Fulfils the standards of CARLOS durability and EC 94/20 & ECE Reg.55

Simple and clean operation

Suitable for Line and Dealer Fit

Made in Germany

Facts and data

from left to right:

rear view, the fully automatic 

pivoted electrical socket, the 

tow ball under extreme condi-

tions, the tow bar in operation.



Safety feature Effect

Pivoting/deployment movement only when 

vehicle is stationary with engine off and boot 

open.

While the car is moving the tow ball  

cannot accidently be moved.

Tow ball cannot be stowed if a plug or adapter 

is in the socket

No pivoting movement possible  

when trailer is connected.

Interruption of the pivoting procedure if 

pressure is exerted on to the tow ball

Guarantees that no injury or damage will be sustained due to 

movement of tow ball or socket.

Locking mechanism is decoupled from the 

moving mechanism

No release of the pivoting procedure in case of damage to the 

locking mechanism

Very Stable locking system Cannot open whilst the vehicle is moving.

Safety



TriMas Corporation (Germany) GmbH
Bahnhofstraße 2-4
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Fon + 49 34328 652-0
Fax + 49 34328 652-197
info@trimotive.de
www.trimotive.com


